FAST-TRACK

IF YOU HAVE A BURNING DESIRE TO WRITE…

You’ve written a book
or have started to do
so, but you’re not sure if
it’s any good
…You might want
simply to explore
your creativity or
test the waters

An ideal
introductory course
is our four-part

Power of Writing

… Or it could be that
you’ve had a longrunning desire to write
for film or television

… Or, if you’re really
rusty, you might want
to start by brushing
up your grammar…

You might dream of
writing a book but
where do you start?

In which case, our

Dynamic
Language Course
could do the trick

programme

If so, you can gain the
basic skills on our

Guide to
Creative
Screenwriting

Our flagship

Creative Writing
…You might want simply
to explore your Course
creativity or
test the waters

schools you in the
essential skills of writing
fiction or non-fiction

Right. You’re ready to start.
What’s next? A book?
Short stories?

You’ll go it alone.
Like Dickens or
Hemingway.

Full
book report

Mini report –
outline and or
first 5000 words

You’d like a bit of
input early on in the
process

One-off
mentoring

If you want to consolidate or
hone your new skill set, you
could enroll on one of our…

Creative Writing
Coaching
Programme

If you then want
to develop an
idea for
television or be
mentored on
writing a
script…

You’re uneasy about working
absolutely alone on your first
big writing project, so…

You could join a company of active writers on our

Mentoring Programme

to write your novel, your screenplay, or your memoir

You might then feel
equipped to develop
an outline for a
movie. You could
enroll on our…

Kickstart
Your
Screenplay

programme with the
advantage of a
mentor at your side
offering help,
criticism and
encouragement,.
Finally, when you’re
ready to write the
screenplay…

